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March 4th, 2021 

Dear Mayor and Councillors,  

Town of Canmore  

I am writing to you today in support of Three Sister’s Mountain Village (TSMV) Area Structure Plans (ASPs) for 

Three Sister’s Village and Smith Creek.  

As a personal Canmore homeowner and Stone Creek being the developer of the Silvertip development, we 

believe the Area Structure Plans (ASP) for both projects align with the guidelines laid out in Canmore’s 

Municipal Development Plan (MDP). Also, the lands referred to in these two ASP’s have been part of the 

Town of Canmore future infrastructure planning for several decades. 

From an environmental point of view, the wildlife corridor dimensions for this area of Canmore that were 

finalized and approved by the Province of Alberta in 2020 are being honored in the ASP’s. The uncertainty 

from this previously unresolved issue has caused much difficulty in the community and now there is a chance 

to move on from this issue. Considerable thought has gone into managing the human wildlife interface with 

fencing and other actions as laid out in Section 10 of the ASP’s and in the EIS. 

Both of the ASPs address the community’s need for more affordable housing. In Section 8 both ASPs indicate 

a commitment that 20 per cent of housing will be affordable, including 10 per cent of which will be 

earmarked for perpetual affordable housing. There is also a commitment to build a minimum of 350 beds for 

employee housing, which would go a long way to help affordable housing from the jobs created by the 

commercial development proposed in the ASP’s.  

Each ASP includes commercial and light industrial areas that will diversify Canmore’s economy and provide 

additional services that will serve residents and visitors. Not only will this create more jobs, but both projects 

promise to inject significant dollars into the economy for a long time into the future.  

The commercial component proposed in the ASP’s that will help the Town of Canmore’s fiscal sustainability 

by increasing non-residential values from the current level of Canmore’s total property assessment.  

It is well known that development projects have a strong direct impact in the community through the 

construction industry along with a multiplier effect for locally owned businesses in other sectors.   

For the key reasons outlined above, Stone Creek and I support TSMV’s ASPs for Three Sisters Village and 
Smith Creek.  
 
Sincerely,  

 
Guy Turcotte 
President and CEO 
Stone Creek Resorts Inc.  
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